Kia sorento images

These photos, as well as recent spy shots, reveal that the new Sorento looks drastically
different than its predecessor and has a far more striking appearance. Elsewhere, Kia says it
has stretched the wheelbase of the new Sorento while also shortening the front and rear
overhangs. The sides of the SUV are also particularly eye-catching thanks to sharp rear side
windows and a decorative piece of silver trim on the C-pillar. Sitting in the center of the new
cabin is a large Drivers can also enjoy a Also visible is colorful ambient lighting and two-tone
leather trim. The South Korean car manufacturer has yet to announce technical specifications
for the Sorento and as such, engine details remained unconfirmed. Skip to content. The latest
bespoke RR Phantom combines theme related to time and astronomical phenomena. February
24, at am. The Hengchi 7, 8, and 9 were designed by three automotive design veterans. February
23, at pm. Saddled with expectations, the Model Y does its best to just be a very able, normal
car. Take a cinematic excursion into the history of one very interesting motorsport story.
Unfortunately for gamers, the pandemic has delayed the launch of Gran Turismo 7. All Rights
Reserved. While it's not quite as large and spacious inside, the Sorento does serve as a
similarly attractive and more affordable option for sensible shoppers that only occasionally
need a third row of seats. Read the full review. The Kia Sorento mid-size SUV has been
redesigned for the model year with a new look inside and out. The new Sorento will eventually
be offered with four powertrain options, including a hybrid and a plug-in hybrid system. The
Sorento's base engine is a hp 2. The Sorento SX's X-Line package adds a more prominent roof
rack, and model-specific front and rear bumpers. The Sorento's two-passenger third row isn't
very comfortable for adults, particularly with its low bottom seat cushion. Lesser trim levels
come with a three-across second-row bench seat, but high trims feature standard captain's
chairs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of Michael Simari. Michael Simari Car and Driver. Also available on the X-Line is
an attractive Aruba Green paint. All Sorentos come standard with a third row of seats.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. More From Photos. Small SUVs
have been mainly that: small. Most offer small engines with seating for five and seek to provide
both efficiency and practicality. Kia's Sorento always tried to go above and beyond as one of
the few small crossover SUVs with a third row of seats â€” even if the back row was pretty
cramped. An available V6 made good power but proved inefficient against rivals. As a result, the
Sorento has long led a fairly compromised life straddling the two- and three-row SUV segments.
But Kia is determined to make the small three-row SUV formula work. The redesigned Kia
Sorento has more interior room and all-new powertrain choices, including a traditional hybrid
and a plug-in. Kia has been on an aesthetic roll with the debuts of the Telluride and the K5, and
the Sorento is the latest beneficiary of the brand's latest styling trends. The updated Sorento
offers four engines to choose from. There's a base 2. Of these, we've mostly spent our time with
the turbocharged 2. And not for one second did we wish for the outgoing model's 3. The new
engine is responsive and makes the Sorento downright fast. This, plus the new quick-shifting
eight-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission, transforms the Sorento from a somewhat
lumbering and trucky SUV to a much more athletic and modern vehicle. The new Sorento Hybrid
pairs a turbocharged 1. This powertrain is available with a six-speed automatic transmission
and is limited to front-wheel drive only. The plug-in hybrid uses the same gasoline engine but
adds a With the plug-in's Available in all-wheel-drive configuration only, the Sorento plug-in will
be on arrive later in the calendar year. Over a variety of road surfaces and at various speeds, the
Sorento is stable and controlled. Only at low speeds do you feel sharp impacts from obstacles
such as train tracks and potholes. Those impacts don't really shake the cabin, but you certainly
do hear them and feel them through the steering wheel. It is possible that our test car's inch
wheels were to blame for some of that impact harshness. Engine noise is also nicely subdued
and never sounds coarse or unrefined, even under heavy throttle. And thanks to the 2. Our test
Sorento was a top-of-the-line SX Prestige and as such came with leather upholstery and heating
and ventilation for the front passengers. The leather is firm but comfortable, and the seats offer
plenty of adjustment for the front passengers. The second row consists of two captain's chairs
a bench seat is standard on the LX and S trim levels that slide and recline. There's plenty of
room for taller passengers, even behind a taller driver. If you like what the Kia Telluride has to
offer, you're in luck. With six trim levels offered, interior materials do vary, but our
top-of-the-line Sorento SX Prestige test vehicle was decked out in embossed leather and
textured metal inlays. Surprisingly, the third row is a hospitable place for adults to sit. The seat
cushions are mounted low to the floor, which isn't ideal, but it's not claustrophobic back there.
While most people will likely use these third-row seats only occasionally, they are a big

improvement over the previous Sorento's tight quarters. In an attempt to mimic the successful
infotainment systems offered by Mercedes-Benz, Kia has integrated a It's largely successful and
gives the Sorento a very tech-forward look, setting it apart from every one of its competitors.
Those dual digital screens are more than just eye candy. The instrument panel offers clear and
readable gauges that change according to your drive mode. The animation may look a little
gimmicky, but it does help remind you what mode you're in with just a glance. Following the
gloss black instrument panel surround to the middle of the Sorento, you'll find the easy-to-read
and attractive Our test vehicle's optional Bose audio system was a little finicky, but it did handle
a decent amount of volume without distortion. You'll find six charging ports even on the
entry-level LX. The SX Prestige offers eight as well as a wireless charging pad. And none of
these charge ports feel like afterthoughts. They're all within easy reach. A bonus of the
previous-generation Sorento was its ability to tow 5, pounds, which is above average for a small
SUV. The new model loses quite a bit of that capability but is still rated to tow up to 3, pounds
when equipped with the turbocharged 2. That's still enough to comfortably pull a small cargo
trailer or a couple of motorcycles, for example. All other powertrains in the Sorento lineup are
rated to tow 2, pounds. As you'd expect, a compact SUV doesn't have a lot of cargo capacity
behind the third row of seats. But there is room for about five grocery bags across that space,
as well as a bit more room to be found in underfloor storage. With the third row dropped it's an
easy pull of a strap , the Sorento offers between That offers more room than the Honda
Passport With all three rows dropped, the Sorento offers an impressive On the practical side,
the Sorento offers an array of well-thought-out interior storage options. Front passengers have
ample storage, even with the optional wireless charging pad, while second-row passengers
enjoy two different cupholders in their respective doors. This might seem like a silly thing to get
excited about, but the upper cupholder it's at the same height as the door pull is just the right
size for a can, and the lower pocket has the perfect spot for a drink bottle. That's thoughtful.
They also have netted pockets on the sides of their seats that can easily hold a phone. Even
third-row passengers have places to store loose items and drinks. In terms of fuel economy, the
Sorento is about average for SUVs of its size. Most of them come with either front- or all-wheel
drive. The Sorento is also available as a hybrid in two trims: S and EX. The Sorento Hybrid is
only available in front-wheel drive. A plug-in version of the hybrid will debut later in the model
year. Highlight features for the Sorento's trims include:. Similar to the standard S and EX trims
but they come with a 1. Both hybrid trims use a six-speed automatic transmission and
front-wheel drive. The fully redesigned Sorento succeeds in besting its predecessor in every
way and is so radically improved that it genuinely feels like it was built by a different car
company. With its mix of luxury, practicality and available performance, the Sorento is an
enticing option for those wanting a small SUV with above-average versatility. Love our new
Sorrento - the interior in our top spec model puts the competition - and many so called prestige
brands - to shame. The 2. The second row captains chairs makes access easier than the prior
model too. Only a couple of criticisms: the ride is better than the prior model, but probably still
not class leading for comfort - some might find it too firm. Also, Kia made some strange
equipment omissions on US cars - even on this top of the line model - most notably no memory
seats and no heated rear seats. The ride is smooth and the horsepower is excellent! I still have
the panoramic sunroof and additionally, lots of technological features that were absent on my
older Sorento. My SX Prestige is truly spoiling me! I got this SUV two weeks ago and so far, I
love it. The exterior is sharp looking, and it is a smooth ride. Must order All Wheel Drive! Check
out the reviews on Your Tube - too much torque for just front wheel drive. The AWD is awesome
and a must have. I've owned it for about 8 weeks miles and had a wind noise on the passenger
side which was corrected with a new door seal. Fun to drive and the various drive settings make
it even more comfortable or sporty depending on my mood. Must say for a top of the line X
Drive it is missing the HomeLink garage door opener and the seat adjustment with coordinated
mirror adjustment - they are my only disappointments. The baseball glove leather and green
exterior is eye catching. I feel like I bought Mercedes quality with the buying and service
experience of a Yugo dealership. Lots of room for improvement to bring the brand up further.
Write a review. See all 11 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia
Sorento and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Sorento 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Sorento. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia
Sorento and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Sorento featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,

performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Kia Sorento. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros
Impressive number of standard and optional features Lots of second- and third-row legroom for
the class Sharp-looking and easy-to-use infotainment system Cons Not so compact anymore
What's new Improved off-road ability Powerful yet efficient powertrain Up to 30 miles of electric
range with the plug-in hybrid model Part of the fourth-generation Sorento redesigned for Read
more. How economical is the Sorento? LX Starts you off with: 2. Edmunds says. Find savings
on the Sorento for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Sorento lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the Sorento. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Second Sorrento
and we love it. I'm lovin' it. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Related Sorento Articles. The
Edmunds experts tested the Sorento both on the road and at the track. You probably care about
Kia Sorento fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Sorento gets an EPA-estimated 24
mpg to 26 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Sorento has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Kia Sorento is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Sorento. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the Sorento's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Kia Sorento is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Sorento is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. If you're interested in the Kia Sorento, the next question is,
which Sorento model is right for you? What do people think of the Kia Sorento? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Kia Sorento and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Kia Sorento? Which Kia Sorentos are available in my area? Can't find a new Kia Sorentos you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Kia
Sorento? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Looks to be a cost-effective product
with lots of features. Really looking for getting this in India. It has great looks and great features
like smart cruise control. Read More. Good looking car and a beautiful car. I love this car very
much and I am waiting for the year launch. So we would sugge Pendela asked on 29 Nov As of
now, the brand hasn't revealed the complete details. Asmasattar asked on 1 Nov It would be too
early to give any verdict as Kia Sorento is not launched yet. Ganesh asked on 24 Oct As of now,
there is no official update from the brands end. Stay tuned for furth Kia Sorento. Alert Me When
Launched. Sorento Exterior Images. Not Sure, Which car to buy? Show Me Best Car. Write Your
Review. Great Kia Looks to be a cost-effective product with lots of features. By arun george.
Best Car Offered By Company. By ammar patel. Waiting For The Launch. By ebenezer a k.
Sorento Looks Reviews. Are you Confused? Latest Questions FAQ. It is 4wd prasad asked on

21 Feb As of now, the brand hasn't revealed the complete details. By Cardekho experts on 21
Feb Answer View Answer. By Cardekho experts on 29 Nov Answer View Answers 2. Sorento ka
mileage kitna hai Asmasattar asked on 1 Nov It would be too early to give any verdict as Kia
Sorento is not launched yet. By Cardekho experts on 1 Nov Kia sonento available in autogear
amarchalla yahoo. By Cardekho experts on 29 Oct When could Sorento launch in India? Ganesh
asked on 24 Oct As of now, there is no official update from the brands end. By Cardekho
experts on 24 Oct View all Questions. What is the expected price of Kia Sorento? The price of
Kia Sorento is expected to be Rs. What is the estimated launch date of Kia Sorento? The
estimated launch date of Kia Sorento is Aug 10, What are the expected key specifications of Kia
Sorento? Kia Sorento will be competed with Gloster. Does the Kia Sorento have a sunroof? Kia
Sorento does not have a sunroof. View all FAQs. Trending Kia Cars Popular Upcoming. Kia
Seltos Rs. Kia Sonet Rs. Kia Cars. Kia Stinger Rs. Kia Rio Rs. Kia Sportage Rs. Kia Ceed Rs. Kia
Picanto Rs. Upcoming Kia Cars. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, righ
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t? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Autoblog Staff. Share 0 Comments. Sign in to
post. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info.
We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how
to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.

